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Abstract  

Background: The e-Finga online fingerprint authentication system, while efficient, is 

vulnerable to privacy breaches due to its use of deterministic encryption. 

Objectives: Researchers found that adversaries could potentially exploit this to steal fingerprint 

data. To enhance security, the Secure e-finger scheme was introduced, employing a more 

complex encryption method that still allows for quick computations and minimal 

communication overhead. 

Statistical Analysis: This upgrade increases the client's running time slightly by 6% but offers a 

substantial improvement in privacy protection, effectively blocking the identified attack without 

sacrificing performance. Additionally, a threshold scheme is suggested to prevent excessive 

access rights for single users. The e-Finga scheme for fingerprint authentication is at risk of 

privacy leaks due to its predictable encryption method. Attackers can exploit this to access 

user's fingerprint data. 

Findings: To fix this, the Secure e-finger scheme applies a more secure encryption, slightly 

increasing running time but greatly enhancing user privacy without significantly impacting 

efficiency. A threshold scheme is also proposed to limit user access rights. 

Applications and Improvements: The topic is chosen due to the critical need for robust privacy 

protection in biometric authentication systems. As biometrics are unique and immutable, a 

breach can have severe and permanent implications for an individual's privacy and security, 

making the development of more secure systems like Secure e-finger both timely and essential. 

Keywords: e-Finga, Fingerprint Authentication, Cloud Computing, Authentication, 

Security. 

1. Introduction 

Increasingly use of mobile and the evolution of biometric technology has sparked widespread 

interest in bi identification for individual authentication. Biometric, based on personal or 

behavioral characteristics, a promising avenue for authentication. However, growing sensitivity 
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of bi data has raised significant concerns. Addressing challenge, our motivation to develop a 

novel- preserving online fingerprint scheme, named e-Finga, designed operate over encrypted 

outs data. The primary objective the project is to and implement e-Fa, a privacy securing online 

fingerprint authentication. The goal is to users to outsource fingerprint data to authorized, 

ensuring secure, and efficient authentication without compromising the confidentiality of the 

fingerprint information. The project aims to employ improve homomorphic encryption 

technology for secure Euclidean distance calculation, facilitating an efficient online fingerprint 

algorithm over encrypted FingerCode data in outsourcing scenarios. The objective of this 

projects is to address privacy concerns associated with biometric data in the context of online 

fingerprint authentication. The proposed solution, e-Finga, introduces a novel privacy-

preserving scheme leveraging homomorphic encryption. It allows users to securely outsource 

their fingerprint data to authorized servers, ensuring accurate and efficient authentication 

without compromising sensitive information. The improved homomorphic encryption 

technology enables secure Euclidean distance calculations, facilitating online fingerprint 

matching over encrypted FingerCode data. The project aims to provide a robust defence against 

various security threats, as validated through detailed security analyses. Implementation on a 

real fingerprint database demonstrates e-Finga's efficiency and accuracy in online fingerprint 

authentication.". The scope of the extend envelops the advancement and arrangement of e-

Finga, amplifying to real-world applications of online unique mark confirmation. The centre lies 

on accomplishing a vigorous framework able of standing up to different security dangers 

whereas giving consistent and exact confirmation administrations. The scheme's scope 

incorporates usage over a workstation with a veritable unique finger impression database, and 

its productivity and precision will be approved through broad reenactment comes about. In later 

a long time, the expanding ubiquity of portable gadgets and the progressions in biometric 

innovation have moved the intrigued in biometric recognizable proof for person confirmation. 

Leveraging individual organic or behavioural characteristics, biometric verification has gotten 

to be an fundamentally portion of security frameworks. In any case, the delicate nature of 

biometric information has raised critical security concerns. This paper addresses these 

challenges and presents a groundbreaking privacy-preserving online unique mark verification 

plot called e-Finga, outlined to function over scrambled outsourced information.  

2. Literature Survey 

The referenced paper explores the domain of online fingerprint authentication, with a specific 

focus on efficiency and privacy preservation through the use of encrypted outsourced data. By 

leveraging the 2017 IEEE International Conference on Communications as a platform, the 

authors delve into the intricacies of achieving a balance between computational efficiency and 

robust privacy measures in the context of fingerprint-based authentication. 

The motivation behind this project is rooted in the increasing reliance on biometric data for user 

authentication and the corresponding privacy concerns associated with such sensitive 

information. The authors aim to address these challenges by proposing an innovative approach 

that not only ensures the efficiency of online fingerprint authentication but also preserves the 

privacy of the user's biometric data through encryption when outsourced to different servers. 

The project introduces a novel scheme named e-Finga, designed to achieve privacy-preserving 

online fingerprint authentication over encrypted outsourced data. The authors present an 

improved homomorphic encryption technology tailored for secure Euclidean distance 

calculation, forming the basis of an efficient online fingerprint matching algorithm. The key 

contribution lies in enabling the outsourcing of a user's fingerprint, registered with a trusted 
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authority, to multiple servers with user authorization, ensuring a secure and accurate 

authentication process without compromising the confidentiality of the fingerprint information. 

This reference will make the data of the users in the cipher text and data will be unable to 

understand for the hackers. Data will be given in the form of cipher model and given data will 

be managed by the trusted authority. The trusted authority will take over all the properties of the 

data and manage the data. This reference explores the realm of gait authentication on mobile 

phones, employing a combination of biometric cryptosystems and fuzzy commitment schemes. 

The authors delve into the nuances of securing mobile devices through gait-based 

authentication, contributing to the broader field of information security. The motivation behind 

this project stems from the need for robust authentication mechanisms on mobile phones, 

considering the ubiquity and vulnerability of these devices. By utilizing gait as a unique 

biometric identifier and incorporating cryptographic techniques, the authors aim to enhance the 

security of mobile devices against unauthorized access. 

The project introduces a gait authentication system for mobile phones, integrating a biometric 

cryptosystem and a fuzzy commitment scheme. The objective is to establish a secure and 

reliable authentication method that harnesses the distinctive characteristics of an individual's 

gait. Through the International Journal of Information Security, the authors present findings that 

contribute to the ongoing efforts to fortify the security posture of mobile devices in an 

increasingly interconnected world. This reference investigates a comparative competitive 

coding approach for personal identification by fusing finger vein and finger dorsal texture 

information. The study explores the use of dual biometric features to enhance the accuracy and 

reliability of personal identification systems. The motivation behind this project lies in the 

pursuit of improving personal identification systems through the fusion of multiple biometric 

traits. The authors aim to demonstrate the effectiveness of combining finger vein and finger 

dorsal texture information in a comparative competitive coding framework to achieve superior 

accuracy in personal identification. The project introduces a novel approach to personal 

identification through the fusion of finger vein and finger dorsal texture information. By 

leveraging a comparative competitive coding framework, the authors aim to enhance the 

accuracy and reliability of identification systems. The project, published in Information 

Sciences, contributes valuable insights into the development of more robust and secure personal 

identification methods. This reference explores the evolving landscape of biometric 

authentication, specifically focusing on the potential replacement of traditional bank passwords 

with fingerprint-based authentication. The motivation behind this exploration is rooted in the 

increasing need for secure and user-friendly authentication methods in the financial sector. The 

article underscores the growing trend of integrating fingerprint readers as a means of enhancing 

security and user convenience in banking applications. The article introduces the idea that 

fingerprints are on the verge of replacing traditional bank passwords. Highlighting the trend, the 

author discusses the implications of incorporating fingerprint readers in banking technology, 

emphasizing the potential benefits in terms of security and user experience. This forward- 

looking perspective sheds light on the transformative impact of biometric authentication in the 

financial sector. This reference reports on HSBC's implementation of a voice and fingerprint ID 

system for its customers, exploring the integration of biometric authentication into the banking 

sector. The motivation behind this report is driven by the financial industry's pursuit of 

advanced security measures and the adoption of cutting-edge biometric technologies. HSBC's 

initiative to offer voice and fingerprint ID aims to enhance customer security and streamline 

authentication processes. 
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3. System Analysis and Design  

Existing System 

Within the current scene, versatile gadgets broadly utilize biometric innovation for person 

verification. Be that as it may, the winning protection concerns related with biometric 

information, owing to its profoundly delicate nature, posture noteworthy challenges. Existing 

frameworks frequently need strong components to address these protection issues. Biometric 

information, particularly fingerprints, may be put away without satisfactory security, driving to 

potential security breaches and unauthorized get to. The nonappearance of proficient privacy-

preserving measures compromises client privacy.  

Disadvantages 

Need of satisfactory protection measures may uncover biometric information to unauthorize id 

entities. Existing frameworks may not adequately stand up to different security dangers, putting 

touchy data at hazard. 

Proposed System 

In response to the impediments of the existing framework, the proposed e-Finga plot offers a 

pioneering privacy-preserving online unique fingerprint verification solution over encrypted 

outsourced data. This novel approach ensures that a user's fingerprint, registered with a trust 

agent, can be securely outsourced to various servers with user permission. The proposed 

framework incorporates an advanced homomorphic encryption technology for secure Euclidean 

distance calculation, enhancing the efficiency of the online fingerprint matching algorithm in 

outsourcing scenarios. 

Advantages 

e-Finga ensures privacy conservation, shielding against unauthorized access and data leakage. 

Fingerprint data can be outsourced securely to different servers, preventing compromise of 

sensitive data. 

4. System Architecture 

 

 

Figure 1. Architecture for Authentication Scheme 

5. Modules 

Admin Module 

Login: The administrator can login with using default valid credentials. 

E-Commerce Sites: The admin can view the added e-commerce sites URLs along with logo. 
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User details: The admin can view the registered users. 

Add Products: The admin can add the products brands and categories 

Logout: The admin should be logout. 

User Module 

Create account: The user needs to create their account providing like name, mobile, pin, 

fingerprint. 

Login: The user can login with using valid credentials. 

Encrypt user details: The user will encrypt the user details for security purpose. 

View all products: The user can view the all products. 

Search products: The user has an option to search products by product brand and category type. 

Buy Now: The user needs to add user details for buy the products like address, payment mode, 

and count etc., 

Make payment: If the user wants to process the product, he needs to add the payment method. 

My orders: The user can view the ordered products. 

Logout: The user should be logout. 

OASERS Module 

Register: The OASER will register with providing their product, prize, logo, URL, etc. 

Login: The OASER can login with using their valid credentials. 

Add products: The OASER has a access to add the products 

View all products: he can view the all added products. 

View user orders: The owner can view the ordered users. 

Logout: Owner should be logout. 

TPA module 

Login: TAs has a default credentials, he can login with directly using default credentials. 

Sent request to OAS: The TA need to send a user order request to OAS. 

Logout: The TA should be logout 

6. Result And Discussion 

Secure and Efficient Online Fingerprint Authentication Scheme Using Cloud Computing. In this 

project to know the original user is using the site or any others are using the site will be known 

and can be prevent the fake orders in the user’s E-Commerce account. 

 

  

a) Admin Page b) E-Commerce Sites 
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c) User Information d) Add New Brands 

  
e) Login f) Add New Products 

  
g) View Products h) Authenticate Orders 

  
i) Explore Products j) User Validation 

Figure 1. Developed Modules 

7. Conclusion 

The e-Finga scheme represents a significant step forward in addressing privacy concerns related 

to biometric data in online fingerprint authentication. Through the utilization of advanced 

homomorphic encryption technology, the scheme securely transfers users' fingerprints to 

authorized servers, allowing for efficient and accurate authentication while safeguarding 

sensitive information. The introduction of secure Euclidean distance calculations enhances the 
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online fingerprint matching algorithm, bolstering the system's overall robustness. Extensive 

security analyses confirm the scheme's resilience against various threats, instilling confidence in 

its practical application. The fingerprint authentication system is used in a variety of 

applications, such as access control, identity management, and other forms of authentication. It 

is also used in law enforcement and government agencies, as it provides a reliable and cost-

effective way to identify and authenticate individuals. Each fingerprint examination will result 

in one of the following conclusions: The fingerprint was made by (identified/individualized to) 

a known source (victim, suspect, etc.) The fingerprint was not made by (excluded to) a known 

source. The fingerprint cannot be identified or excluded to a known source (inconclusive). The 

biometric system may find applications in attendance system, security systems, and 

identification purposes and may find even more applications in the time to come. The prevalent 

systems would be worked upon and modified for error free secure system. Fingerprint 

recognition technology offers numerous advantages for smart door locks, including enhanced 

security, convenience, flexibility, easy installation, and compatibility with other smart home 

devices and systems. 
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